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ABSTRACT 

SQL and, more recently, SPARQL are standard languages of the software industry for retrieving data. 

Other studies showed that retrieving data by using a SPARQL query is much slower than the 

semantically equivalent SQL query. Nevertheless, some recent proposals optimized database servers 

for SPARQL queries. This paper presents the results of a comparative analysis between the capability 

of SQL and SPARQL with respect to the retrieval of data from a relational database and RDF-triples. 

A free and open source-based scenario was constructed by using PostgreSQL and Virtuoso for storing 

data, and RETRI, a data retrieving software built in JavaScript which displays data views in a specific 

XML format. Open data from the British National Library Bibliographic Data Set were used in the 

experiment; results were analyzed from a performance perspective. 

Keywords: Data views, retrieving process performance, semantic web. 

 

 

RESUMEN 

SQL y más recientemente SPARQL, son lenguajes estándares para la recuperación de datos en la 

industria del software. Otros estudios han mostrado que recuperar datos utilizando consultas SPARQL 

es mucho más lento que su consulta semánticamente equivalente en SQL. Sin embargo, algunas 

propuestas recientes han optimizado servidores de bases de datos para consultas SPARQL. En este 

artículo se presentan los resultados de comparar SQL y SPARQL en cuanto a la recuperación de datos 

a partir de bases de datos relacionales y tripletas RDF respectivamente. Un escenario basado en 

software libre y de código abierto fue construido usando PostgreSQL y Virtuoso para almacenar datos 

y RETRI, un software para la recuperación de datos desarrollado en JavaScript, que muestra vistas de 

datos almacenadas en un formato XML específico. Se utilizaron datos abiertos del conjunto de datos de 

la Biblioteca Nacional Británica en el experimento y los resultados fueron analizados desde una 

perspectiva de rendimiento. 

Palabras clave: Vistas de datos, rendimiento del proceso de recuperación, web semántica. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Since Resource Description Framework (RDF) makes it possible to define the meaning of data in a 

machine readable form (Motik et al., 2009), it seems that the semantic web technologies are helpful in 

the alignment of Relational Databases (RDB) towards the semantic dimension of data views 
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manageability (Vavliakis et al., 2013). The evolution of RDF into Web Ontology Language (OWL) 

allows a richer semantic description based on Description Logics (Horrocks et al., 2003; Chen et al., 

2015). OWL has been used in many specific scenarios for the construction of flexible data semantic 

models (Čerāns & Bümans 2011; Munir et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Botoeva et al., 2016; 

Calvanese et al., 2016). 

Interest in mapping relational data to RDF is increasing for the purpose of publishing linked data 

(Sudairy & Vasista, 2011; Bolchini et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Lausch et al., 2015). In this 

direction, SPARQL is the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommended query language for 

information retrieving from RDF documents. In the semantic web vision, SPARQL is considered the 

theoretical equivalent to SQL in RDB (Munir et al., 2012; Vavliakis et al., 2013). 

Information retrieval problems have been discussed during several decades (van Rijsbergen, 1977; 

Bolchini et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2015; Glavaš & Šnajder, 2014; 

Manning et al., 2009) and they are one of the open research areas nowadays (Gupta et al., 2015; Gupta 

& Bendersky, 2015; Janowicz et al., 2011). Different approaches are discussed on this area but a 

semantic-based approach is accepted as a need for information systems (Janowicz et al., 2011; 

Malhotra & Nair, 2015; Zhai, 2015). Meanwhile, there is a huge volume of structured data residing in 

traditional RDBs (Vavliakis et al., 2013; Bolchini et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2013). Consequently, there 

is a research question we intend to answer: are RDF Management Systems performance able to 

compete with RDB Management Systems performance in current state of the art of data management 

technologies? In this paper, we present the results of comparing SQL and SPARQL for retrieving data 

from a relational database and RDF-triples, respectively, in order to generate customized data views. 

Relational data were stored in a PostgreSQL server and equivalent RDF-triples were stored in Virtuoso 

Open Source server. These servers were chosen taking into account their recognition in the community 

of free software. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, the experiment scenario is described (see section 2). In 

section 3, we explain the theoretical foundation of the data retrieving process against RDB and RDF. In 

section 4, details of the proposed experiment and its results are discussed. Finally, conclusions and 

future work are analyzed in section 5. 

 

 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT SCENARIO 

 

2.1. British National Library bibliographic data set 

The British National Library (BNL) allows public access to the bibliographic data set structured 

according to the Linked Data Principles. The data set has been registered at “https://datahub.io/ 

dataset/bluk-bnb-basic" and contains the information created by librarians during the technical  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Design of database for storing the BNL Bibliographic Data Set Structure into a relational 

database. 
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processing of their bibliographic resources. The data has been structured according the International 

Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) standard ontologies and vocabularies such as Dublin Core. 

A full description of the data set structure is depicted on “http://www.bl.uk/bibliographic/ 

pdfs/bldatamodelbook.pdf". For our experiment purposes a relational database was created in order to 

store the same information stored in the BNL data set. The database structure is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

2.2. ViewOnto 

ViewOnto is a web ontology for the formal description of heterogeneous data sources. Its goal is 

twofold: by instantiating ViewOnto 1) the semantics of concepts and the relationships among the 

conceptual representation of data is made explicit and 2) the semantic description of data is properly 

linked to the data source through the declaration of correctly defined syntactic statements for retrieving 

actual data (Fernández-Peña et al., 2016). Figure 2 graphically depicts the elements of ViewOnto used 

for describing the bibliographic data set of the BNL. 

 

 

Figure 2. ViewOnto T-Box overview. 

 

The BNL bibliographic data set contains information of the institutional catalog like authors, 

books, editorials and the relationships between them. The semantics of these concepts are described by 

instantiating ViewOnto on the specific scenario of the BNL bibliographic data set. Author, Book and 

Editorial are defined as instances of the class View. Each set of concept's data fields implies the 

definition of a corresponding object property isDescribedBy. The domain of the object property 

isDescribedBy is a semantically described instance of the class Descriptor. Meanwhile, the data 

property title is used for declaring a natural language sentence that describes views and descriptors. 

Finally, the data property mappedTo is used for establishing the liaison between the semantic layer of 

data (the conceptual definition of data) and the syntactic layer of data (the SQL/SPARQL query 

sentence for retrieving actual data from the datasource). The description of the BNB bibliographic data 

set created has fourteen individuals of Descriptor and three individuals of the class View. Figure 3 

depicts a general overview of the instantiation of ViewOnto in the BNL scenario. 

The InterViewRelationship allows to describe the existing relationships among data views. Each 

InterViewRelationship uses an object property named viewRelatedTo in order to represent the View 

instance it is related to. Figure 3 represents a partial instantiation of the data views and its properties 

for the use case of the British National Library Bibliographic Data Set. Every data view has a title and 

a mappedTo data type properties. The mappedTo property describes which is the SPARQL expression 

that allows to retrieve data of the related concept. Figure 4 shows the editing of the mappedTo property 

in Protégé, a versatile tool for editing web ontologies. 
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Figure 3. ViewOnto A-Box. Instantiating data views and the relationships among them. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Individual of the InterViewRelationship class of ViewOnto named Creator_of. 

 

2.3. RETRI 

An application was developed for retrieving semantically described data by using ViewOnto. RETRI is 

a platform independent application that enables the user to browse data stored in heterogeneous data 

sources. The application was inspired by the foundations of context aware browsing formalized by 

Namiot (Namiot, 2012). A facet-based interface was defined for enabling user interaction with data. 

Once the user has log in, the user gets access to a list of available data sources (Fig. 5). The user 
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chooses a data source and the list of predefined data views is deployed on the interface. By choosing 

any data view, a tabular view of data is deployed as depicted in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 5. RETRI's data source selection user interface. 

 

 

Figure 6. Tabular view of data of Authors deployed in RETRI. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Three-layered architecture of RETRI. 
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3. DATA RETRIEVING MECHANISM 

 

The data retrieving mechanism is based on a three-layers software architecture (as depicted in Fig. 7). 

The top layer of the architecture is composed by a 100% HTML/JavaScript-encoded user interface. 

Users are allowed to browse, reorder, filter and hide/show data. These functionalities were depicted as 

fundamental in a context-aware browsing tool (Namiot, 2012). This data is semantically described by 

instantiating ViewOnto. This application requests data to the middle layer (a proxy layer, actually) of 

the software architecture. The proxy layer exposes a set of web services translating the semantic 

information contained in the instances of ViewOnto into the data required by RETRI's user interfaces. 

XML is used as the data language for data exchange. The proxy layer makes transparent the 

differences between data sources to RETRI. The bottom layer comprises two levels of data storage: the 

semantic description of data sources in instances of ViewOnto and the actual data sources in the 

corresponding RDB and RDF-based data sources. 

 

3.1. Retrieving data from relational databases 

The process starts when a user chooses a RDB data source that has been previously described by 

instantiating ViewOnto. The process of describing data sources stored in relational databases includes 

the mapping of semantic data views to actual data by conforming a valid SQL query expression in the 

instances of the mappedTo property. A web service was designed as a proxy between the semantic and 

syntactic layers of language. When actual data is required for showing a semantic view to the end user, 

the web service 1) sends the SQL query instantiated in the mappedTo property to the database server, 

2) transforms the response into an application-independent XML file as depicted in Figures 8 and 3) 

fits the response into a RETRI-understandable XML file by using an XSLT style sheet as depicted in 

Figure 9. The web service exposes four REST-based operations, as depicted in the activity diagrams of 

Figures 10 and 11. 

 

Figure 8. Application-independent XML generated by the proxy. 

 

 

Figure 9. Style sheet used to transform the Author application-independent XML document into a 

XML understandable by RETRI. 
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Figure 10. Semantic data retrieval process from a relational database. 

 

 

Figure 11. Relational related concept data retrieval process. 

 

3.2. Retrieving data from rdf-based data stores 

Once a user chooses an RDF-based data source described in an instance of ViewOnto, RETRI generates 

a query to the proxy service for retrieving data from RDF-based data store (RDF proxy from now on). 

A web service was designed as a proxy between the semantic and syntactic layers of language. 

When actual data is required for showing a semantic view to the end user, the web service 1) sends the 

SPARQL query instantiated in the mappedTo property to an SPARQL endpoint and 2) transforms the 

response into a RETRI-understandable XML file. The web service exposes four REST-based 

operations. All of the web service operations are interrelated in the process depicted in the activity 

diagrams of Figures 12 and 13. 

 

Figure 12. Semantic data retrieval process from RDF data store. 
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Figure 13. RDF Related concept data retrieval process. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

 

4.1. Experiment design 

An experiment was conducted in order to demonstrate if RDF Management Systems performance is 

able to compete with RDB Management Systems performance in current state of the art of data 

management technologies, taking into account the viability of the semantic description of 

heterogeneous data sources by using ViewOnto. The experiment was designed as follows. 

 Goal: Analyzing, from a performance perspective, the process retrieving data stored on RDBs 

and RDF-based data sets. 

 Participants: Fifty rounds retrieving data were carried out on each iteration of the experiment. 

 Research question: Is the data retrieval process from RDB more efficient than from RDF data 

stores? 

 Experiment materials: A computer with an Intel-core I5 2410 processor, 8 gigabytes of RAM 

and a hard disk of 5400 RPM was used during the experiment. The operating system was 

OpenSuse 42.1, the relational database used was PostgreSQL version 9.4.1 and the RDF data 

store used was Virtuoso Open Source version 7.2.1. Apache 2.4 and Tomcat 8.0.28 were used as 

web servers. 

 Tasks: During each round of the experiment, RETRI was used for retrieving the data view 

corresponding to the concepts Book, Editorial and Author from RDB and RDF graphs. 

Diversifying the nature of retrieved data is suggested by Lin (Lin et al., 2014) for this kind of 

experiments. Four different RDB data sets and the semantically equivalent data sets in RDF 

(eight data sets in total) were used in each round. The main difference between those data sets is 

the amount of records they contain. The amount of records in each case is equivalent to 500, 1K, 

1.5K and 2K. Retrieving more than 2K records at once is not considered to be a good practice; a 

sort of pagination mechanism should be used if more than this amount of records is going to be 

retrieved. 

 Hypothesis: The semantics-based data retrieving from an RDB is faster than data retrieving 

from RDF graphs. 

 Variable: Response time. 

 

4.2. Experiment results 

In each iteration of the experiment, fifty queries were carried out using the Graphic User Interface of 

RETRI. Response time for each query processing, XML adjustment and browser loading processes 

were tabulated. Resulting data allowed us to determine the influence of each phase in the efficiency of 

the whole process. Next, table 1 illustrates the mean value of response time for the processes of 

querying data, adjusting data into the proper XML format -understandable by RETRI- and the browser 

response time -total time from when RETRI sends the data request until the moment in which the 

response is fully deployed on the canvas of the user interface. 

Standard deviation was calculated for validating experiment results. Thirty, of a total of one 
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thousand and two hundred observations, were excluded as the distance from those observations and the 

mean value was longer than expected. 

 

Table 1. Measurement of the time in the processes studied during the experiment. 

Iteration number 1 2 3 4 

 Time σ Time σ Time σ Time σ 

Query time for Author concept over a relational database 
Query (ms) 11.44 2.12 21.74 3.57 32.18 5.6 40.5 4.33 

XML 

Adjustment(ms) 

13738.04 217.57 54164.16 1323.1 119932.61 3390.67 224669.35 4160.17 

Response time (s) 15.51 0.27 56.24 1.33 122.12 3.38 227.44 4.46 

Query time for Author concept over a RDF data storage 
Query (ms) 180.3 26.48 212.12 32.70 261.12 40.14 324.26 56.39 

XML 

Adjustment (ms) 

5.28 1.08 8.82 1.83 10.92 1.42 15.2 2.08 

Response time (s) 2.03 0.18 2.22 0.20 2.54 0.23 2.66 0.17 

Query time for Book concept over a relational database   
Query (ms) 15.26 2.73 28.46 4.47 41.18 5.46 54.15 6.85 

XML 

Adjustment (ms) 

14184.54 277.30 56956.44 1609.19 126135.55 4142.45 227707.91 10202.14 

Response time (s) 16.30 0.36 59.28 1.86 128.62 4.18 230.45 10.65 

Query time for Book concept over a RDF data storage 
Query (ms) 275.94 41.33 330.78 59.37 488.32 85.63 445.54 37.25 

XML 

Adjustment (ms) 

4.19 0.87 6.62 1.28 9.36 1.41 12.02 1.71 

Response time (s) 2.42 0.32 3.40 0.45 4.14 0.64 2.71 0.19 

Query time for Editorial concept over a relational database 
Query (ms) 2.69 0.71 3.90 0.74 6 1.20 7.83 1.59 

XML 

Adjustment (ms) 

3312.45 115.57 14436.54 819.37 32251.85 1289.01 56427.43 1145.60 

Response time (s) 5.20 0.17 17.36 1.11 35.28 1.59 58.59 1.24 

Query time for Editorial concept over a RDF data storage 
Query (ms) 111.33 16.01 147 23.77 237.92 37.73 290.52 49.14 

XML 

Adjustment (ms) 

4.51 0.93 5.85 0.85 9.08 1.55 11.16 1.72 

Response time (s) 1.92 0.14 3.10 0.45 2.24 0.19 2.63 0.25 

 

XSLT has been used in other proposals like Expertus (Jayasinghe et al., 2013). Then, we decided 

to corroborate the throughput of XSLT in the transformation of XML documents. Two different 

methods were used for adjusting data into the XML schema that RETRI is able to read: using XSLT 

transformations and a Java API for working with XML files. With the former method, the generic 

XML containing the data from the RDB is adjusted into the XML format that RETRI understands. 

With the latter method, the record set retrieved from Virtuoso was read and its data migrated to the 

proper XML file. 

Querying structured data from a PostgreSQL server showed to be less time consuming than 

retrieving data from a Virtuoso server. The response time variable responds to a linear function in 

PostgreSQL and to an exponential function in Virtuoso, as shown in Figure 14. However, when 

analyzing the time taken by the process of adjusting data into the proper XML format, the outcome was 

not what we expected. The process of adjusting data from one XML format into another one by using 

XSLT is considerably more time consuming than generating an XML file with a Java API, as depicted 

in Figure 15.  

Figure 16 depicts that the total response time when bringing data into the application canvas is 

more time consuming when working with the XSLT transformer for generating the proper XML. 

Adjusting data into the appropriate XML format -understandable by RETRI- was actually the most 

expensive task in the scenario of experimentation. Against what we expected, the total response time of 

retrieving data from the Virtuoso server had better outcomes than retrieving data from the PostgreSQL 
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server. 

 

 

Figure 14. Average time measured when querying data. 

Figure 15. Average time measured during the adjustment of data into the XML format. 

 

Figure 16. Average total response time. 

 

The XSLT-based XML adjustment process took the 95.46, 95 and 96.31 percent of the whole time 

for retrieving data from the relational databases of Author, Book and Editorial, respectively. However, 

retrieving data from the equivalent RDF data storages took 0.41, 0.26 and 0.31 percent of the whole 

time spent for retrieving data. Making the same analysis from a different point of view, we may say 

that when the volume of data increases, the duration of the XSLT-based XML adjustment process 

showed an exponential growth while the duration of the equivalent Java-based XML adjustment 

process showed a linear growth, as depicted in Figure 15. Using a Java API showed up the best 

performance and its efficiency did not decay when adjusting big XML data. 

In brief, the experiment showed up that PostgreSQL keeps on better efficiency for retrieving data 

in comparison to Virtuoso. However, the most expensive process is not retrieving data but adjusting 

data into the proper XML format of the evaluated scenario and it was not XSLT but the Java API what 
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showed the best outcomes in adjusting data. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The experiment that we conducted corroborates that until today, a PostgreSQL server keeps been more 

efficient than a Virtuoso Server while working, in similar scenarios, with the same data, stored in a 

RDB and RDF files, respectively. This result was actually expected from a theoretical point of view. 

Nevertheless, it is important to note that the semantic enrichment of the data management in Virtuoso, 

with the support of SPARQL queries, and its ability to manage data residing in RDF documents, 

increases the flexibility of semantic-based data retrieving processes. 

On the other hand, the experiment showed up that retrieving data is by far not as expensive as the 

process of adjusting the resulting data into a specific XML format. Time spent on the adjusting of 

XML documents by using XSLT grows on exponential bases with the increase of the amount of data 

records while it grows on linear bases when a Java-API is used. Since XML is the standard defacto for 

the interoperability of applications, adjusting data into an XML format is actually a critical process. 

Storing RDF documents on a Virtuoso server and using a Java-API for generating XML in the output 

allowed us to exploit the semantic enrichment of Virtuoso without affecting the efficiency of the whole 

data retrieving process. 

As a final result, we may say that the best results with the semantic-based data retrieving process 

deployed by using RETRI were attained when using Virtuoso as the database server and a Java-API, in 

the proxy layer, for generating the XML format. Nevertheless, it is important to note that, even when 

obtained results mean a step forward in the area of open source software for managing semantically 

enriched structured data sources, these results are not conclusive due to the diverse nature of the 

variables involved in a data retrieval process. In the future work, we will study the efficiency of 

Virtuoso for retrieving data from a ViewOnto instance in order to estimate the entropy of data in a 

semantic-based data retrieving process. Also the performance of XSLT-based data transformations will 

be deeper studied as well as Java-API-based transformations in order to identify their strength use 

cases. 
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